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NEW QUESTION: 1
You administer an Azure Storage account named contosostorage.
The account has a blob container to store image files.
A user reports being unable to access an image file.
You need to verify that anonymous users can successfully read
Image files from the container.
Which log entry should you use to verify access?
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: C

A
B
D
C

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. 0

B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Your client wants users to be prompted to enter the "Contract
Sign-off date" whenever a new contract is entered with a status
as Active or when an existing contract's status is changed from
any other status (e.g.
Inactive, Pending, etc.) to Active. As the field "Contract
Sign-off date" is not available as a standard field in the
Contracts form, how would you achieve this?
A. The Lookup type: CONTRACT_STATUS stores the valid contract
statuses. Add the "Contract Sign-off date" as one of the values
in the lookup.
B. Without adding any value to the reference field, create a
new structure with the same Lookup Code as the active contract
status. Make the segments of this structure as mandatory.
C. Choose CONTRACT.STATUS in the Reference Field for the
Descriptive Flexfield-Additional Contract Details. Create a
structure with the same Lookup Code as the active contract
status. Make the segment of this structure as mandatory.
D. Create the segments in the Global Data Element Context
structure. Make the segments of this structure as mandatory.
E. This cannot be achieved using the Additional Contract
Details DFF.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
Since the Field needs to be entered only for the Active Status,
this status has to be included as a reference field to be
synchronized when defining the DFF

NEW QUESTION: 4
In an IaaS model, to which of the following methodologies would
the client apply a list of OS patches, assuming approval from
CAB has been given?
A. Using a patch management system, identify the services that
require patching, and select and apply the patches.
B. Using a patch management system, identify the guests that
require patching, and select and apply the patches.
C. Using a patch management system, identify the hypervisor
type, select a group of hypervisors to be patched, and perform
a rolling application of patches.
D. Using a patch management system, identify the applications
needing the patch, select the required application in a patch
management console, and apply the patches.
Answer: C
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